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Improved Symmetry Greatly Increases X-Ray Power
from Wire-Array Z-Pinches
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A systematic experimental study of annular aluminum-wireZ-pinches on a 20-TW electrical
generator shows that the measured spatial characteristics and emitted x-ray power agree more closely
with rad-hydro simulations when large numbers of wires are used. The measured x-ray power
increases first slowly and then rapidly with decreasing interwire gap spacing. Simulations suggested
that this increase reflects the transition from implosion of individual wire plasmas to one of an
azimuthally symmetric plasma shell. In the plasma-shell regime, x-ray powers of 40 TW are achieved.
[S0031-9007(96)01865-0]

PACS numbers: 52.55.Ez, 52.50.Dg, 52.50.Lp
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Achieving on-axis cylindrical symmetry, i.e., perfe
axial and azimuthal uniformity, in magnetically drive
high-current,Z-pinch implosions (Fig. 1) is an importan
element of plasma radiation source (PRS) load des
similar to the spherical-symmetry requirement for inert
confinement fusion (ICF) pellet implosions [1]. Th
additional requirement of low mass at present curr
levels and pulse widths makes fabricating the id
Z-pinch load challenging. Typically, masses less th
500 mgycm can be efficiently imploded on short-rise-tim
electrical generators such as the 20-TW Saturn accele
[2]. The high-symmetry, low-mass tradeoff has led to t
choice of gas puffs, thin foils, metal vapor jets, and lo
density foams over cylindrical-wire arrays. Of these, on
thin foils demonstrate similar peak power performan
(30 TW) [3] to that reported on here, but they are diffic
to fabricate and impractical for routine use on Saturn.

One-dimensional (1D) modeling of the implosion
thin plasma shells predicts much higher kilovolt x-r
powers and shorter pulses than had been seen experi
tally using the loads mentioned above [4]. Such shells
quire radial kinetic energy (KE) from the magnetic pin
force when a high current flows axially through the she
This energy is rapidly converted tox radiation when the
0031-9007y96y77(25)y5063(4)$10.00
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shell assembles and thermalizes on axis. The exp
ments described here are the first to approach some o
high-power, short-pulse-width characteristics of the 1
calculations.

Data and modeling [1,3–7] suggest that azimuth
and axial asymmetries related to the discreteness
individual wire plasmas and the manner in which th
merge to form a plasma shell are partially responsible
reduced implosion quality compared to the 1D ca
culations. Implosion quality refers to the high radi
compression required to (1) generate high x-ray power

FIG. 1. Schematic cross section of experiment.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 5063
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high-temperatureHohlraums used to provide Planckian
radiation sources for ICF and high-energy-density expe
ments and (2) achieve excitation of high-atomic-numb
K-shell x rays for nuclear-radiation-effects studies. Th
experiments reported on here suggest that early forma
of the plasma shell produced by increased wire numb
(reduced initial interwire gap) at constant total ma
improves implosion quality. In these experiments, w
systematically studied the dynamics of wire-array impl
sions as a function of wire number for two Saturn loa
geometries [8]. The intent was to determine if increasi
load symmetry by increasing wire number would produ
more symmetric and tighter pinches on axis. Aluminu
wires were chosen for their large existing databas
efficient radiation output, and availability of various wir
diameters.

The experimental arrangement (Fig. 1) was simil
to those previously employed [9], except for the num
ber of wires in the array and diagnostic [8,10]. On
load geometry consisted of 615- to656-mg arrays with
N  10 to 136 wires on a mounting radius ofRi 
8.6 mm, and the other consisted of820-mg arrays with
N  13 to 192 wires onRi  12 mm. These geome-
tries covered initial interwire gapsGi  2pRiyN of 6
to 0.4 mm. Eight current return posts were position
at 17- and 27-mm radii for the small and large ra
dius loads, respectively, with two or threeB-dot load-
current monitors at a 45-mm radius. For both geometri
20-mm wire lengths were used. Typically, 7 MA with
a 35-ns (10–90)% rise time flowed through the loa
(Fig. 2), corresponding to a calculated KE of 280
350 kJ carried by the imploding plasma when a 20
radial compression is achieved. A bolometer, arra
of filtered x-ray diodes and photoconducting detecto
(PCDs) measured x-ray emission from 10 to 7000 eV.
time- and radius-resolved KAP crystal spectrometer co
ered 800 to 3500 eV. Two time-resolved x-ray pinho
cameras (PHCs) recorded x-ray images above 200

FIG. 2. Comparison of measured (solid) current and to
power with Lagrangian radiation magnetohydrodynamic co
(L-RMHC) (dashed line) and Eulerian radiation magnetohydr
dynamic code (E-RMHC) (dotted line) for 8.6-mm radius an
90 wires. E-RMHC power shifted left by 6 ns.
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1000 eV. All radiation detectors were located about 7
from the pinch in vacuum line of sights that viewed 70
of the pinch length at a 35± angle with respect to the nor
mal to the pinch axis.

The improvement in pinch quality with wire number i
both geometries is evident in x-ray PHC images and m
ifests itself as increased inductive current notches at p
compression (82 ns in Fig. 2), increased radial compr
sion in the x-ray images, reduced radiation rise time a
pulse width, and increased x-ray power. Figure 3 illu
trates the reductions in rise time (from 48 to 2.3 ns) a
pulse width (from 60 to 3.2 ns), and the associated
crease in power (from 0.7 to 5 TW) of emittedK-shell x
rays (energy greater than about 1 keV) asN is increased
from 10 to 90 in the small-radius loads. For both load
the radial compression improves from less than 10:1
Gi  6 mm to more than 20:1 forGi  0.4 mm. Over
this range, the total radiated energy increases from,175
to ,350 kJ for the small radius load and from,240 to
,440 kJ for the large radius load. The peak values e
ceed the calculated KE for a 20:1 compression by ab
25%. When the various radiation characteristics are p
ted versusGi, as exemplified in Fig. 4 for the peak to
tal power, the data for the two geometries fit a sing
curve dependent on gap alone. Here, as with the c
culated KE, the systematic uncertainty due to calibrati
and response corrections is estimated to be615%. Below
Gi ø 1.4 mm, the increase in power with decreasing g
becomes rapid in all x-ray channels, suggesting a tran
tion between two different kinds of implosion.

As shown by the total x-ray signal of Fig. 2, th
90-wire K-shell x-ray signal of Fig. 3, and the radia
motion of time-resolved x-ray images [8,10], large-N im-
plosions exhibit a second, weaker compression/expans
predicted by 1D analysis [11]. For high-wire-numbe
loads, measurements were compared with two, 2Drz
RMHC simulations: a multi-photon-group Lagrangia
code L-RMHC [12], and a three-temperature Euleri
code E-RMHC [13]. The codes used a circuit model
the Saturn accelerator coupled to the dynamic PRS lo

FIG. 3. K-shell power versus time for various wire number
Relative time shifts of 3 to 8 ns were applied to align pea
power times, defined to be zero.
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FIG. 4. Maximum total x-ray power versus initial wire gap

that enabled peak currents to be calculated to the65%
accuracy of the experiment (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 demonstrates that the current and total x-
power measured in high-N loads can be reproduced b
the rz RMHCs. These calculations assumed smalls,5%d
initial random density perturbations in an initial ann
lar plasma that was,1 mm thick. Progressively large
initial perturbations are needed to reproduce the data
N decreases [12]. For both codes, radial compress
is limited by magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabil
ties growing out of the initial perturbation. The ma
x-ray pulse begins when the RT bubble (inner rad
of the unstable region [12,13]) reaches the axis, pe
and ends when the spike (outer radius of the unsta
region) finishes stagnating on axis. E-RMHC mode
the entire load length, producing a small second rad
tion peak at about the same time as the data (Fig.
In E-RMHC, 1-mm-wavelength RT modes grew du
ing implosion, merged into 3-mm-wavelength mode
and seeded a 3-mm-wavelength sausage instability
lowing peak compression, all of which are observed
x-ray images. In L-RMHC, the limited axial simulatio
length of 1 mm reproduced the short RT modes but p
vented growth of the longer-wavelength ones. Ana
sis of the PHC images, PCD data, andK-shell spectra
shows that near peak compression, the pinch is compo
of a hot coresTe , 1.3 keVd surrounded by a coole
s,0.4 keVd plasma [10]. These results are in qualitati
agreement with therz RMHC codes, although the code
predict emission localized to smaller radii than observ
experimentally [14]. This discrepancy may be due to
3D nature of the implosion and the code assumption
local thermodynamic equilibrium [12].

Using the measured current, including a 100-ns-lo
current prepulse shown in the inset of Fig. 5, a 1
L-RMHC was used to compute the radial dynamics of
isolated single-wire plasma from the solid state (Fig.
For a current-per-wire equivalent to that ofN # 20, the
expansion of an individual wire plasma is reversed by
self-magnetic field before the array implodes to the a
(labeled stagnation time in Fig. 5). For the lower curre
ay
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FIG. 5. Diameter of wire plasma versus time for various w
number, small-radius loads.t  0 corresponds to the arriva
time of the main current pulse.

per wire whenN $ 80, the expansion would continu
for longer than the implosion time. In these calculation
the dynamics is highly dependent on the resistivity mo
used. The early-time radial distributions from the
calculations were then used as initial conditions for anxy
RMHC [15] simulation of the array configuration in theru

plane (Fig. 6). Thesexy simulations showed that the 1D
behavior of individual wire plasmas illustrated in Fig. 5
not substantially altered in the array configuration. F
our experiment atN  40 sGi  1.4 mmd, the expanding
individual wire plasmas (Fig. 5) are calculated to mer
with adjacent wire plasmas (Fig. 6) to form a contin
ous plasma annulus prior to implosion. For smallerN,
individual wire plasmas do not merge during expansi
because of the increased gap, and the self-pinching
to the high wire-plasma current. For largerN, a more
symmetric annulus is formed by the densely pack
expanding wire plasmas. The more effective plas
merger with largerN (decreasingGi) helps explain the
improvement in implosion quality forGi less than 1.4.
Moreover, the calculated transition between individu
wire plasma and the continuous plasma-shell implosio
at about 1.4 mm correlates with the observed transit
between the slow and rapid variation in x-ray powers w
decreasingGi (Fig. 4).

The above analyses, however, are insufficient to elu
date the mechanisms responsible for the reduced im
sion quality observed in the PHC images at smallN, as
even the discrete-wire implosions ofN  10 in Fig. 6 dis-
play impressive radial compression. WhenN is small,
large-amplitude sausage instabilities can grow as the
dividual wire plasmas self-pinch [7], forming axial asym
metries that are uncorrelated with their neighbors. On
unstable wire plasmas merge, the resulting 3D asym
tries represent a large perturbation for RT growth a
contribute to low implosion quality, poor shot-to-sh
5065
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FIG. 6. xy-RMHC simulations for (a) 10- and (b) 40-wir
8.6-mm implosions at 86, 11, 3, and 0 ns before stagna
Azimuthal orientations at different times are not correlated.

reproducibility, and low radiated power. Both single-w
experiments and modeling of nonlinear sausage gro
[7] show that some axial regions of pinched, unmer
wire plasmas will retain radial extents comparable
that at maximum expansion throughout the implos
leading to stagnated-plasma radii much larger than sh
in Fig. 6. Thus, both azimuthal asymmetry and w
plasma sausage growth are required to explain the
observed implosion quality in the large-gap regime. AN
increases beyond 40, pinching and the associated l
scale sausage instabilities become less important.
physical picture supports the observed scaling of implo
quality with N and is consistent with fast-framing x-ra
PHC measurements: For gaps as small as 1.4 mm,
were seen to implode as separate entities until just be
plasma assembly. High-power, small-gap shots sho
on the other hand, formation of well-defined plasma sh
prior to stagnation.

In summary, we have shown that reducing ini
azimuthal asymmetries, by decreasing the interwire
in 8.6- to 12-mm-radius PRS loads, provides dram
gains in radiated x-ray power with its limit seemingly n
yet observed (Fig. 4). These data are permitting, for
first time with wire arrays, 2Drz-RMHC simulations to
be compared in detail with experiment at much redu
levels of asymmetry and instability.
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